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During term time, this monthly newsletter will be sent out near the end of each month via ParentMail and availble on our website. The
content differs from the weekly bulletins, offering more in-depth coverage and celebrations of events within school and our community

Welcome to our Home Learning Newsletter by Ms Bretta Townend-Jowitt
Our newsletters are usually full of sporting achievements, school trips and activities we do together in school; however, as we are not
able to come together, I thought it still important to share our achievements.
A big thank you to all the children and parents who have sent emails of activities they have been completing over the ‘holiday period’
ranging from baking and cooking; learning something new; creating rainbows and making things. I have loved receiving them and
seeing your lovely smiley faces as you show your success, if only virtually. Please find a selection of them on the following pages.
These examples just show how amazingly creative we can all be, so I think it would be good if we had creativity for our value this half
term – continue to be creative with your home learning, try Mrs Mahony’s art challenge or anything else creative and let us know
what you are doing.
Keep sending examples of your home learning to your class teachers (however small) and send me other interesting things you have
been doing to share with our school community.
Remember to be kind to each other and yourself, look after your physical and mental health, try not to worry about the home
learning too much – do what you can, when you can, how you can.
Ms Bretta Townend-Jowitt

Sport, exercise and outdoors
Isabel sent an amazing slide share - here is just one photo
from all the things she has been doing.

Olivia has been learning the rules of riding on the road
during the holidays and whilst it’s quiet, she’s doing a ride a
day to keep fit and burn off the Easter eggs she enjoyed and
admiring the wonderful countryside we live in.

Hannah and Jessica have been
planting flower and vegetable seeds
and growing them in their cold frame.

Rafferty has made an amazing piece of artwork using found objects from outdoors.
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Rainbows
Isla is learning Spanish and
sent a rainbow with the
colours written in Spanish –
she also shared herself singing
Heads, Knees and Toes in
Spanish – keep up the good
work.

Skyler has been completing
science investigations using M
& Ms – love how the colours
have run to make your
rainbow.

Olivia has made an amazing rainbow for our NHS to say a big thank you.
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Baking and cooking

My word, lots of lovely cooking from the Bellord boys.

Thomas has been
mixing, kneading
and baking bread –
he is now looking in
the Paul Hollywood
book to see what he
would like to make
next.

Both Sparvell boys have also been baking – they
also sent me photos of them eating the fruits of
their labour – looked very yummy boys! Hope mum
and dad got some too?
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Learning something new

Matilda is learning the recorder.

Evie has been learning to sew and follow a pattern.

Making things

Alfie out in the sunshine helping his daddy
fix the decking, learning how to use the tools.

William and Thomas have made these items with help from daddy.

Hannah and Jessica have painted plant
pots ready for the flowers they have
planted as seeds.
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Teacher activities
Ms Townend has been teaching Jasper (12 years old and now much taller than her) to cook
and encourage him to help more around the house!

Here is the Creole Jambalaya he made (almost on his own!)
Miss Allemann has been teaching her husband to cook
and spending time with her dog:

Miss Woskett has been cooking -these look very yummy

Miss Jenkinson has been baking, crocheting and spending time in her garden:
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Mrs Mahony has turned barber! Mr Mahony – her son and also a teacher - is apparently ‘pretty hard to please’ but she
followed his instructions carefully and even managed to get ‘the fade’ – I won’t even try to guess what that means!

Mrs Adams has been making pizza and power washing the patio.

Mrs Warburton has been crocheting and going on nature walks with her children.
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